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Question
1
Is the Knowledge Library built in out of the box, or is it based

on the projects we bring in or create?

Presented by: Dan Patterson, Basis Planning
Answer

The Knowledge Library is built from your own organizational knowledge. It can
contain previous projects, as-built imported from Primavera/MS Project or you
can create knowledge and standards from scratch in BASIS. BASIS is smart enough
to analyze the quality of historical projects in the Library too.

2

What tools set integrate with Basis?

FACS
is a cloud-based
SaaS
solution
Primavera,
MS Project,
Excel,
Deltek Acumen

3

Can the created file be exported to P6? Also, can a current
schedule be brought in from P6?

http://www.drmcnatty.com/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/ImportYes and yes. Whole projects or parts of projects can be imported/exported.

4

Is the product available to be used on a mobile device?
Smartphone or tablet?

The product is platform neutral and can be used on any device that can access
internet.

5

Is the data elements real-time, when there are more than 1
person in the same project at the same time?

Typical
Onboarding
varythe
depending
ontheir
the scope
butinFACS
a
Yes, a team
membertime
getscan
to see
impact of
changes
realcan
timehave
on the
rest of the project but they are doing so in their own sandbox so that users don’t
trample on each other.

6

How can a start up (with not much past experience) make best Start with the markup process and then simply add 1 or 2 historical projects to the
use of this product?
Knowledge Library or start with a simple list of benchmark durations

7

If you have a library of P6 schedules, can you upload them to
create the knowledge database/library?

Yes, your schedules can be loaded to create your own knowledge library.

Yes.

